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Abstract
In the following work we will show how to carry out a preliminary design of a
propulsion system for a hovercraft vehicle. The study was divided into three parts:
analysis of the lift sub-system, analysis of the thrust sub-system and the analysis of the
blade diffuser for turning axially the air flow exiting from the propeller of the thrust
sub-system.
The analysis was carried out by using a program written in Matlab, and subsequently
using a CFD analysis to evaluate and confirm the choices made during development of
the project.
The work has been completed with good results: for all the three aspects we found a
way that enabled us to achieve the desired results with a high degree of reliability.
After this analysis, it will be possible to proceed with experimental tests and therefore
with the industrial production of the hovercraft propulsion system.
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1. Introduction
A hovercraft (air-cushion vehicle, ACV) is a craft capable of traveling over surfaces
while supported by a cushion of slow moving, high-pressure air which is ejected against
the surface below and contained within a "skirt".
Hovercrafts are used for many purposes: commercial, civilian noncommercial, military
and even recreational; hovercrafts are used, e.g., in maritime rescue in Finland, to
connect Isle of Wight to mainland England, as landing craft for troops, and by
firefighters, rangers and coast guard brigades of many countries in the world [4].
Characteristics of these crafts include fastness, easy handling, insensitive to the
roughness of the surface on which they are moving and invisible to radar or sonar in
military versions; they have low maintenance cost and large load capacity as well.
For these and other reasons this vehicle has been chosen as candidate to an innovative
integrated system in the HoverSpill project.
HoverSpill is particularly effective, and currently unique in operations in the transitional
areas between land and sea, where shoals, hard to reach, long distance from ports, make
emergency intervention even more difficult to achieve in a timely manner. The project
will study the best approach for the prevention and for the remediation and will use a
specific air cushion vehicle, completely amphibious and capable of working both on
land and water, and even in areas with high and soft mud. In other situations it can be
used as a pontoon in floating conditions: this "vessel" will be designed to be cheap and
easy to maintain, capable of high operative speed (>55km/h) and with sizable spilled oil
storage capability. Its size will be such to make it quickly transportable by road, while it
will also be possible to station it on land or on beaches near potential oil spill dangers
with no need of harbors or other special structures which are needed for traditional
vessels.
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Particularly, the project intends to develop a specialized "HoverSpill ACP (Air Cushion
Platform)" which:
•

will be propelled by diesel engines coming from the automotive sector, using an
effective cooling system compatible with the high power needed for good
maneuverability and, in case of turbocharged engines, capable of cooling the
compressed air before its introduction in the cylinder (intercooler). The cooling
system has to consider these requirements as well as to be efficient, light and
capable of working in a range of temperatures from -25° to +50°. In order to
obtain this performance, the Consortium proposed an Integrated Propulsion
System, (for which a patent is being sought) where surface heat exchangers are
integrated in the propulsion system. The advantages of this solution are higher
propulsive efficiency, as it reduces the thrust losses caused by other systems, and
lower weight and better balance since the heat exchanger position after the fan
(which, at the higher rpm, can produce relative speeds above 200 km/h with a
mass flow of over 60 m3/s) allows the use of a lower cooling surface which also
duplicates as a structural and aerodynamic element.

•

will have a highly effective double stage integrated system of floating oils
separation, with an internal storage tank, a system for the transfer in remote
tanks or into floating bags and the possibility to transport absorbing booms and
confining barriers;

•

will have integrated power take off, and generators to supply the tools necessary
to power pressure or brush washing systems, recuperating in the same time the
skimmed oil, and restoring the polluted areas in the post-emergency phase;

•

will be capable of being positioned on ships or oil tankers deck ready for use
during oil transfer operations for a preventive action.

Propulsion system is by far one of the most important components in the hovercraft:
failing to obtain a successful design would transform a potentially fast and powerful
craft in a slow and inefficient one or even useless for the purpose for which it was
designed.
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The propulsion system has to meet two important goals: horizontal thrust and vertical
lift; these can be obtained using a single propeller, if mechanical simplification and
costs are to be pursued, or more, if a higher propulsion efficiency and versatility are to
be fulfilled. In HoverSpill, we concentrated on multi-propeller systems (i.e. one main
propeller to provide thrust and two smaller propellers to assure lift) as better described
below.
Thrust propeller has to be designed to maximize efficiency and axial, or horizontal,
force; unfortunately these objectives cannot be satisfied at the same time, then a careful
compromise had to be looked for.
A hovercraft is a craft that can operate in many places: beaches, seas, rivers, etc., the
most dangerous being certainly the sea; when operated many kilometers from the coast,
as in the case of HoverSpill, the driver must be confident that, whatever situation that
may occur, he/she will be able return safely. For this reason, the main design objective
to be maximized in HoverSpill had to be the axial thrust instead of the propulsion
efficiency, however ensuring that acceptable fuel consumption is obtained which makes
it possible to have at least four hours operation time range.

Figure 1: HoverSpill sketch.
Figure subject to copyright, reproduction prohibited.
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2. Theoretical foundation
2.1 Ducted propeller theory
The main function required by a turbomachine is the rotodynamic transfer of energy
between an impeller and the fluid passing through; it is evident how to increase the
through-flow fluid energy with same power consumption is the primary purpose for a
good propeller designer. A way to increase the thrust gettable by a propeller is by
locating it within a surrounding annular duct. The primary function, from aerodynamic
point of view, is to control the downstream section of the wake to infinity and hence its
speed.
Ducted propeller are generally divided into two types: accelerating nozzle, called
"Kort", and decelerating nozzle, called "pump jet".
The accelerating duct or "Kort" nozzle has been widely used since Kort showed that this
type of duct produces a positive thrust and can increase efficiency in heavily loaded
applications [2]. It was also shown that the optimum diameter for a ducted propeller is
smaller than that for an open propeller. Because of this, accelerating ducts are
sometimes used when increased thrust is needed from a propeller whose size is
constrained by the ship's characteristics or operating conditions.
The Pump Jet propulsor, on the other hand, has a diffusing duct (as illustrated in Figure
2b), designed to reduce the velocity Vp and to raise the “ambient” pressure in the
propeller plane. The advantages of this are mainly related to the fact that the noise
propagation may be significantly reduced.
Using one-dimensional actuator disc theory [6], the duct propeller thrust in ideal
condition is given by
T tot = ṁV j −V a 

1

where Va is the free stream velocity.
Using a ducted propeller in lieu of an open one, the axial force is given by two
11

components: Tp and Td, where Tp is the thrust delivered by the propeller, which is equal to
T p= p A p

2

being Δp the pressure acting on the disc and Ap the actuator disc area.
On the other hand, Td is the thrust given by the duct; as from Figure 2, the duct may be
thought as an annular airfoil generating a bound circulation Γ, and consequently, a
certain lift. In general we would expect the sense of the circulation to match that of the
camber. Thus the negative camber of the Kort Nozzle duct profile will generate an
anticlockwise circulation Γ and an associated radially inward “lift” force on the duct
[2]. Conversely the positive camber of the Pump Jet duct will generate clockwise
circulation Γ resulting in radially outward duct thrust. If we think of the duct circulation
Γ as a ring vortex, it is evident that it will induce additional mass flux through the
propeller plane for the Kort Nozzle and reduced mass flux (and hence a diffusing effect)
for the Pump Jet. Duct shape is thus crucial for the proper functioning of a ducted
propulsor and has been the subject of considerable theoretical and experimental
research.
Td is therefore the result of the pressure distribution acting on the duct; the study of the
flow field induced by the aerodynamic fairing, in incompressible ideal flow, is due to

Figure 2: Kort nozzle (a) and Pump Jet.
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the analysis of so-called wings ring, characterized by axial symmetry of the field. It can
be made numerically using the appropriate distributions of surface singularities in order
to obtain exact solutions; this method don't provide a closed form solution for which
here we prefer to introduce an approximate treatment that can, however, to provide
quantitative results; this method will discuss at the end of this section.
A way to make an easy study of a duct propeller is to define a dimensionless variable to
account for the duct thrust, namely the thrust ratio:
=

Tp
T tot

3

By using the above equations along with Bernoulli's equation we can state that

1
2
2
T p= p A=  AV j V a = T tot
2

4

Remembering Eq. (1) we can write
V p=

V a V j
2

5

Previous formulae are very useful for duct propeller design since they are easy to
implement and provide theoretical results that are, most of the times, sufficiently close to
experimental results. Various dimensionless parameters have been defined for handling
propeller performance analysis but the thrust coefficient C T and the propulsive efficiency ηp
are of particular importance here. C T is defined as

CT=

T p Td
1
 D2
 V 2a
2
4

6

while ηp as
p=

P
2
=
= f C T ,  p 
PE W 1V j /V A

7

The last is correct only if we ignore swirl jet kinetic energy losses, propeller frictional
losses, duct frictional losses and tip leakage losses; so the following considerations are
deliberately broad, useful to frame the general trend but not to draw a detailed design.
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In Figure 3, the influence of τ on efficiency is depicted. This happen because a Kort
nozzle can boost the mass flow through the duct without increasing the power
consumption significantly; this is true only if we consider that the propeller has a
characteristic static pressure-to-mass flow approximately constant, or better if the
propeller is able to make a pressure drop invariable to mass flow change.
To understand how a duct can modify a propeller performance we define CT 0, D0 and
Vp0 the trust coefficient, the diameter and the velocity at propeller section for an open
propeller. Following the analysis of Vannn Manen and Oosterveld (1966) and Lewis
(1972), is possible to derive the ratio of Vp to Vp0 for an open propeller with the same
thrust coefficient CT

{

V p 1 1 1 C T
=
V p0  1 1C T

}

8

Figure 3: Propulsive efficiency as a function of CT and τ
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and the ratio of D to D0 for an open propeller with the same total thrust TTOT



C
D
= T0
D0
CT

9

Finally, by defining Cp as
C p=

TP
1
D
 V 2a
2
4

2

=

p
1 2
V
 a

10

and looking at Figure 4 we are able to state that:
•

The diameter ratio D/D0 reduces for Kort Nozzles (τ < 1.0) and increases for
Pump Jets τ > 1.0).

•

Considering an open propeller, point A, and a ducted propeller with the same
thrust T but with τ = 0.7, point B, the propeller diameter is reduced to about 84%
as a result of transferring 30% of the thrust onto the duct. In this case the
pressure coefficients of both the propellers have been assumed equal, Cp = Cp0.

•

One attraction of a Kort Nozzle is that, provided that close tip clearance is
maintained, the propeller blades may be loaded more heavily towards the tip
region, permitting higher total propeller thrust coefficients. Point C in Figure 4
illustrates the case of a modest increase by 20% of the propeller loading while
retaining a thrust ratio τ = 0.7, resulting in a reduced diameter compared with the
open equivalent propeller of D/Do = 0.763. At the same time, recalling Figure 3,
the propulsive efficiency will be increased. These factors confirm the multiple
advantages of the use of Kort Nozzles where there are constraints on propeller
diameter and where fuel economy is important.
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Figure 4: Diameter and Cp ratio of ducted and open propellers of equal total thrust.
Once the value of τ that to be used has been determined it becomes important to
estimate the duct shape.
By knowing the boundary conditions of the duct propeller, a way to estimate the duct
shape is to model the effect of the fairing by a vortex ring Γ placed at 1/4 of the duct
mid line chord; intensity of this vortex can be determined by requiring that the flow
tangency condition is met at 3/4 of the chord. This method works correctly only with
axisymmetric ducts and, as mentioned before, it gives approximate results.
The radial component of the velocity induced by the vortex ring v i is obtained using the
Biot-Savart law: it is expressed as

 

D3

c
vi =
f
, 4
 D1
D 1 D1
4

4

11

4

where f is a universal function, independent of the current geometry; it is depicted in
Figure 6.
In addition to the radial velocity induced by the fairing, the radial velocity must be
considered which depends on the contraction affected the air flow tube works out by the
propeller. If we denote by rt the radius of the flow tube, in quasi-one-dimensional flow
16

approximation we can write
v iR =

dr t
[V w  z ]
dz ∞

12

Figure 5: Ducted propeller (McCormick 1967)

where w  z 

is the velocity induced along the axis of the propeller.

z =z−z R and

zR is the position of the rotor. From this we can derive the following formulae:

 D1
4

=
f

⋅[−v

 
D3

c
, 4
D1 D1
4

iR

3
4

−V ∞ 3 ]

13

4

4

T d =− v

iR

1
4

 D1

14

4
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Figure 6: Universal function f
where viR, ω(0), ω(z) and θ are:
1
v iR=− r t 0
2

2

3
2 2

 R z 
−v i v

=

[ ]

R2

iR

z =0 1

z
RR

1

3
4

V ∞  3
4

 0=

{ 

z 2

RR

2T R
1
2
−V ∞  V ∞
2
2
R

}

Using these formulas we are able to determinate how a duct with a particular shape can
affect the total thrust or knowing the trust that we want that duct supplies, we are able to
design a preliminary duct shape.
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3. Thrust propeller
3. 1 Initial requirements and propeller selection
In this section, the design criteria a for thrust propeller design are outlined. Design
objectives and constraints are shortly summarized hereafter:
•

thrust propeller must be able to deliver maximum axial force at a particular
condition that we called "take-off" operation. In fact, when a hovercraft is
stopped over the sea, his buoyancy tends to form a hollow in the water. When
the hovercraft starts and accelerates, it must be able to leave that hollow until it
can reach operative conditions and maximum velocity; in such conditions, drag
encountered by the craft is very high (see Figure 7); the instant when the
hovercraft leaves its hollow is the take-off. In this situation we can take
advantage of all available power delivered by the Diesel Engine, which is about
130kW. Take-off velocity Vs is estimable with this formula:

Vs1,6⋅ L ,

where L is the length of the hovercraft and V s is less than 15 km/h in our case.
•

the above condition must be met bearing in mind that the maximum speed of the
propeller is guaranteed by the manufacturer of 2160rpm. If these two conditions:
had to be at odds, the first will be converted with the following: thrust propeller
must be able to deliver maximum axial force at 2160rpm minimizing power
consumption.

•

hovercraft autonomy must be at least of 4 hours.
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Figure 7: Correlation between drag and hovercraft velocity.

When starting to design a new component or, as in our case, a system of multiple
components the first thing to do is to examine whether or not such component must be
manufactured or purchased. Since building and testing a reliable propeller is a complex
work and it is always good to rely on specialized companies we decided to purchase it.
A manufacturer was selected (Multi-wing, www.multi-wing.com/) for the following
reasons:
•

Multi-wing produces many types of propellers with different materials: PPG,
PAG, PAGI, Al, etc.

•

Based on past experience, the company is considered reliable and their products
of good quality.

•

Multi-wing provides a useful program called Multi-wing Optimizer that allows
examining many data about different Multi-wing blades.
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Multi-wing optimizer allows consulting a large number of data in interactive way; this
program contains data about power consumption, air flow worked out, pressure jump
induced, etc. for every blade made by Multi-wing, for each inclination and rpm (Figure
8).
In the Hoverspill project, we fixed the maximum allowable propeller diameter to
1300mm. This constraint came from both power and dimensional limitations.
This program is very useful also because it allows exporting data in tabular form; after
processing we imported and elaborated them using a Matlab program.
Unfortunately Multi-wing propellers were tested by Multi-wing using a particularly duct
(called AMCA A, see Figure 9) that made it difficult to elaborate data; in fact data
processing is the main task of the first part of the program Matlab and it will discuss in
the next paragraph.
Using the Multi-wing optimizer we were able to define the best blade shape for our
application, the 5W propeller which, according to the Multi-wing chart, has an
efficiency far superior than the other ones (up to 10 percentage points) and at the same

Figure 8: Screen shot of Multi-wing optimizer setting with 1300/5-10/30°/5WL at
2000rpm
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time has a characteristic pressure-air flow less steep; the latter feature is important for
an application like ours because it makes axial force less dependent to variations in
wind speed and hovercraft speed. Blade 5W was therefore chosen for further processing
and testing.
The selection of the propeller was made using the following criteria.
Once the advance speed of the vehicle has been fixed (15 km/h as previously said), from
the available power an iterative matching process aimed at maximizing the global thrust
was performed. Since global thrust is partly due to the propeller and partly by the duct, a
system of two equations was formulated and then solved.
The two equations are:
1. the static pressure curve vs. mass flow rate as given by the propeller
manufacturer;
2. the global thrust equation (propeller and duct), by taking into account the fact
the static pressure jump across the Multi-wing propeller has been measured in a
different way with respect to the actuator theory.

Figure 9: AMCA A duct section
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The two unknowns to be obtained from the previous system of equations are in fact the
actual static pressure jump given by the propeller and the resulting flow rate.
The fundamental working hypothesis is that the discharge pressure from the duct is
always equal to the ambient, or atmospheric, one.
Next, the remaining unknown variable, namely τ, which defines the optimal thrust
repartition between propeller and duct, is searched for using an iterative procedure until
the global thrust reaches its maximum, using always the same amount of power
delivered by the Diesel engine.
Finally, the actual rotational speed of the propeller is obtained which is linked to the
functional curve of the static pressure rise produced by the propeller. From these data,
power consumption can be easily obtained, even at different vehicle speeds. The only
constraint imposed within the search is that the required power must be always less than
the maximum available one (130 kW).
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3.2 Matlab program
A software tool for the design of the main propulsion system was developed ad hoc and
implemented in the Matlab language which allowed to rapidly designing the duct and its
main shape, as well as to predict preliminary performance of the propulsion system.
Equations implemented are those given in the previous paragraphs.
Data processing is the main task of the first part of the program while the second part of
the program has the task of indicating geometry suitable for the duct (for the reasons
already explained in chapter 2). In order to enable our program to find the best blade
inclination and then design a duct for the duct propeller, many considerations and many
equations were used.
First of all we know that the only data measured by Multi-wing are i) the static pressure
across AMCA A duct propeller and ii) the air flow (and then air velocity in the duct). All
other data are potentially wrong and however unnecessary; for these reasons the only
Multi-wing data used are blade characteristics from 27 to 45 degrees of blade
inclination and from 1000 to 3000rpm.
The tool developed carries out the following operations (to better understand how the
program works, you can see the block diagram at the end of this paragraph: 3.2):
•

imports characteristics data of the propeller (previously saved in text format and
obtained from Multi-wing data);

•

solves for a system of two equations: the first is a function describing the
propeller characteristic (static pressure curve) and the second is the following:



A
T tot =  P s=




1
− 1− A/ Ai 2 ⋅
2
V p A2 −V a  V p A
A

that is derived from:

T tot = AV p V e −V a  , V p=V e and

A Vi
=
Ai V p , with A

duct area at propeller section, Ai duct area at inlet section, Va free stream velocity
(equal to hovercraft velocity if there is no wind), Vp air flow velocity at propeller
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section and Ve air flow velocity at propeller section. All data are obtained for τ
ranging from l to 0.6, rpm ranging from 1000 to 3000, blade inclination ranging
27° to 45° and Va equal to 15kmJh.
•

works with previous ΔPs and (Vp * A) results: these data are used to determine
for every rpm and inclination data, power consumption and axial force. Through
data interpolation the program is able to find, for every blade inclination and for
the τ ranging, axial force and efficiency of the duct propeller for 130kW of
power consumption (see e Figure 10);

•

to rework previous ΔPs and (Vp * A) results: through data interpolation the
program is able to find, for every blade inclination and for the τ ranging, axial
force and efficiency of the duct propeller for 2160rpm (see Figure 11);

Figure 10: Maximum axial force of the propulsion system. In red curve total thrust, in
blue propeller thrust and in green duct thrust. Thrust ratio may change among different
different inclinations.
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Figure 11: Up: theoretical maximum axial force in duct rotor as a function of the blade
inclination. In red total thrust, in blue propeller thrust and in green duct thrust. Bottom:
power consumption vs. blade inclination

As is clear from Figure 10, a 30° blade inclination at 2649rpm can generate 2422N in
axial force with 130kW of power consumption; on the other hand, a 40° blade
inclination at 2160rpm can generate approximately 2350N using approximately 130kW.
Therefore, efficiency of first blade is higher than the second.
However, 2649rpm are well beyond the limits imposed by the manufacturer, so we
chose to use 40° blade inclination for safety reasons.
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When running its second part, the design software is able:
•

to draw a first approximation of shape duct (see Figure 12). Duct effect is
modeled by a vortex ring Γ placed at 1/4 of the duct mid line chord; intensity of
this vortex can be determined by requiring that the flow tangency condition is
met at 3/4 of the chord. In this way an iterative algorithm calculates diameters at
1/4 and 3/4 of the duct mid line chord; by knowing these points, through an
interpolation the program can then draw the mid line of the duct airfoil. To do
this the program uses, among others, the following formulae:

1.

T d =− v

iR

1
4

D1 ;
4

 D1
=
2.

4

iR

c
f
, 4
D1 D1
4

3
4

−V ∞ 3 ]
4

;

4

3.

1
v iR=− r t 0
2

4.

z= z−z r ;

5.

0=

6.

⋅[−v

 
D3

R2
3

 R2z 2  2

;

{ 

2T R
1
−V ∞  V 2∞
2
  R2

[ ]

z =0 1

z
RR

z 2
1 
RR

}

;

;

where θ is middle line inclination at 3/4 chord, zr the axial rotor position, rt the radius of
the flow tube and R the rotor radius. This method, and therefore this program, only
works correctly with axisymmetric duct and, as mentioned before, it gives approximate
results.
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In our case, the program gave a blade with 40° inclination and a thrust ratio of 0.6; in
this way the axial force is predicted to be around 2350N. It is worth recalling that the
program works for stationary, one dimensional flow and inviscid fluid conditions.
For these and other reasons the program results were tested using more sophisticated
techniques, in particular a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) program.

Figure 12: Sketch of duct propeller section.
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3.2.1 Matlab program block diagram
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3.3 CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis is an indispensable tool before real
experiments can be run. Using CFD analysis on a computer, we can imagine how our
propeller will behave, predicting problems and solutions; moreover CFD allows us to
test our program without making expensive experimental tests. CFD was used to assess
Matlab program results, as well as to determine hub nose cone shape and duct shape.
To test our previous results we choose to analyze three different blade inclinations: 30°,
35° and 40° at different rpm to find a correlation between CFD results and Matlab
results.

3.3.1 CFD settings
CFD pre-processing was carried out using a geometry manipulator and a grid generator.
Grid was created using two domains: a cylindrical one, close to the propulsor, had
approximately 1,600,000 elements (Figure 13); a second one was built around the
former with lesser amount of elements (800,000 ca.).
As you can see in Figure 13, the virtual wind tunnel inlet is four rotor diameters before
duct inlet while the outlet is ten rotor diameters after the duct outlet. The virtual wind

Figure 13: Virtual wind tunnel
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tunnel diameter is about ten rotor diameters; we recall that the diameter of the propeller
is 1,3m.
To do a properly simulation many are the variables that you have to consider, one of
these is a proper set of boundary conditions. This aspect is very important if you want to
replicate the same experience and thus an in-depth analysis will be done.
One of most important thing that we did was to divide the fluid domain in two parts:
one for the rotor and one for the rest of the virtual wind tunnel. The reason why we did
this was because in this way we were able to use a specific interface model called
"frozen rotor". Using a frozen rotor model makes it possible to simulate the evolution of
the flow flied around a rotating component without the heaviness that would result from
the use a transient model. Using this model the frame of reference and/or pitch is
changed but the relative orientation of the components across the interface is fixed. The
two frames of reference connect in such a way that they each have a fixed relative
position throughout the calculation; if the frame changes the appropriate equation
transformations are made. If the pitch changes, the fluxes are scaled by the pitch
change. This model produces a steady state solution to the multiple frame of reference
problem, with some account of the interaction between the two frames. The
disadvantages of this model are that the transient effects at the frame change interface
are not modeled; on the other hand the simulation is faster than one with transient
model.

Figure 14: Grid used in CFD simulation. Particular of the blade (left) and the duct
(right)
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Figure 15: Rotor domain: 1 for periodicity surface, 2 for wall surface, 3 for counter
rotating wall surface and 4 for frozen rotor interfaces.
Looking at rotor domain (Figure 15) we imposed different conditions for the mesh grid
processor and for CFD pre-processor:
•

the surfaces indicated as 1 were set as periodicity surface: to do a faster
simulation we diveded flow domain in five slices and then we set in the solver
processor that there was an axial simmetry;

•

the surfaces indicated as 2 were set as smooth wall; the minimum edge lenght
for each element of the mesh grid was set to 0.005m and the maximun at 0.01m.
On this surfaces 10 inflated layers were used to describe in the best way the
boundary layer and to have a good aspect ratio between prism elements of the
last inflated layer and adjacent tetrahedra elements composing the rest of the
mesh;

•

the surface indicated as 3 was set as counter rotating smooth wall: this surface
is a part of the duct, so in the absolute reference system it is stopped in contrast
to all other surfaces of the rotor domain that are in rotation;

•

the surfaces indicated as 4 were set as frosen rotor domain interfaces.

Default body spacing of the rotor mesh grid was set as 0.01m while default face spacing
was set as 0.005m for the minimum edge lenght and as 0.01m for the maximum
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Figure 16: Virtual wind tunnel domain: 1 for periodicity surface, 2 for wall surface, 4
for frozen rotor interfaces, 5 for free slip wall, 6 and 7 for inlet and outlet boundary
condition.

Looking at virtual wind tunnel domain (Figure 16) we imposed different conditions for
the mesh grid processor and for CFD pre-processor:
•

the surfaces indicated as 1 were set as periodicity surface;

•

the surfaces indicated as 2 were set as smooth wall; the minimum edge lenght
for each element the mesh grid was set to 0.005m and the maximun at 0.01m.
On this surfaces 15 inflated layers were used;

•

the surfaces indicated as 4 were set as frosen rotor domain interfaces;

•

the surface indicated as 5 was set as free slip wall. It represents the outer wall of
the virtual wind tunnel.

•

the surfaces indicated as 6 and 7 were respectively inlet and outlet boundary
conditions. The first requires a air flow speed of 15km/h, the second requires an
average across the surface of 1bar.

Default body spacing of the rotor mesh grid was set as 0.75m while default face spacing
was set as 0.05m for the minimum edge lenght and as 0.5m for the maximum
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All the simulations were considered valid only if the residuals of the equations,
averaged across the mesh, were less than 10-5 or, if was not possible, as close as
possible at 10-5 (for example see Figure 17).
The model used to study turbulence was k-epsilon, for this reason the value of Yplus
suggested next to the rotor and duct surface had to be between 20 and 800; Yplus (y+) is
the dimensionless distance from the wall; it is used to check the location of the first
node away from a wall. Small regions with Yplus values lower than 20 or higher than
800 were accepted only if this regions were very small or if were in not critical position
(for example the external surface of the duct had a Yplus between 3 and 6, but that area
was not critical for the convergence of the solver being the flow in laminar regime and
away from the “hot zone” of the rotor). As you can see in Figure 18 this limit was
respected.

Figure 17: Momentum, mass and turbulence equation residuals.
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Figure 18: Yplus distribution on rotor and duct surface.
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3.3.2 CFD results
Tests were done in the following conditions: the hub was outlined using a simple
cylinder and the whole system was placed back into a virtual wind tunnel subject to an
undisturbed flow.
CFD results allowed estimating thrust of the designed apparatus in a more accurate way
than before. Looking tests results done with Multi-wing hub, CFD results deviated from
the theoretical ones in the following ways:
•

First case examined is a 30° inclination at 2567rpm with τ = 0.6; axial force
expected from Matlab was about 2268N, axial force calculated with CFD
analysis was 2420N. Therefore CFD slightly over predicts thrust by about 7%.

•

Second case is a 35° inclination at 2160rpm with τ = 0.58; axial force expected
from Matlab was about 2050N, axial force calculated with CFD analysis was
2272N. Therefore CFD over predicts thrust by about 10%.

•

Third case is a 40° inclination at 2160rpm with τ = 0.58; axial force expected
from Matlab was about 2400N, while axial force calculated with CFD analysis
was 2768N. Therefore CFD over predicts thrust by about 15%.

The value of the forces summarized above, were obtained by using force function
calculation on rotor surface and duct surface in the post-process analysis; these values
take into account the distribution of pressures and viscous friction.
As we can see the CFD result, that should have a greater affinity with the expected
experimental data, are different from Matlab results. The reasons are the following:
•

First of all, the theory implemented in the Matlab program is very simple:
T tot = ṁV j −V a  This formula works well only when you have a cylindrical

flow at duct inlet. This happen when the velocity of the vehicle is up to cruising
speed; when the velocity is less than cruising speed, axial force calculated is
ever minor than axial force that you can have in the reality. In ours case we are
very far from cruising speed of 60km/h.
•

Initial data, those provided by the Multi-wing optimizer, was experimental, so it
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is affected by AMCA A duct frictional losses that we are not able to refine. In
this way input data are affected from duct frictional losses that do not represent
our losses anyway. In general, duct losses are 6% of total losses, so a bad
estimation of that losses results can affect final results of a few percentage
points.
•

Last consideration is that Multi-wing data are an extrapolation of experimental
data; they tested some blade at some rpm and extrapolated all the other data with
these simple laws:
V 2 =V 1 

3
n2
 to pass from one rpm to another one and V 2 =V 1  D2  to
n1
D1

pass from one diameter to another one. It is evident that these formulae cannot
consider real complexity of the fluid dynamic phenomenon.
CFD results do not fully confirm Matlab results, but the general trend of the thrust (at

Figure 19: Duct propeller section. Vortex downstream of the hub is apparent.
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2160rpm axial force increases when blade inclination increases) is confirmed. In light of
Matlab and CFD results, we chose a 40° inclination for the subsequent development.
Next, hub nose cone shape was designed; Multi-wing hub is a very simple one thus, as
visible in Figure 20, it is responsible for strong turbulence and thrust reduction downs
stream of the hub. Hub maximum diameter is 480mm; then we chose a hub nose cone

Figure 20: Side view of the the ducted propeller (left); computational mesh rigth.

length of 450mm. The shape is designed using a power series profile:
0.5



x
y=R
L

where L is the overall length of the nose cone, R is the radius of the base of the nose
cone, y is the radius at any point x, as x varies from O at the tip of the nose cone to L.
The equations define the two-dimensional profile of the nose shape. The full body of
revolution of the nose cone is formed by rotating the profile around the center line as
depicted in Figure 20.
The duct shape was designed by slightly modifying the shape suggested by the Matlab
program.
Actually it is a trade-off between those data and technical requirements identified within
the consortium. This duct, with 40° inclination propeller, has a τ equal to 0.6. This thrust
ratio should be the best one or, in other words, in the way the maximum axial force we
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be obtained. To check this statement we tested three different cases: a duct with an inlet
diameter of 1.9m (Figure 20), a duct with an inlet diameter of 1.6m and one with a
diameter of 1.31m, which is equal to the outlet propeller diameter. These simulations
were carried out with the hub nose cone.
As we expected results confirmed our hypothesis:
•

In the first case, the axial force was 3050N, of which 1545N were made by the
propeller and 1505N by the duct and hub.

•

In the second case, axial force was 2420N, of which 1446N were made by the
propeller and 975N by the duct and hub.

•

In the last case axial force was 2250N; in this case τ is equal to 1 so thrust is
made only by the propeller.

The first case has the same duct shape and blade inclination of the one of previous
group of simulations; in that case axial force was about 2768N; therefore, the use of the
hub nose cone makes it possible to gain 300N, which is more than 10% in thrust.
As we can see in Figure 21, there is a significant residual swirl flow leaving the
propeller. If recovered, this tangential velocity would allow us to increase the efficiency
of the system since a small amount of delivered static pressure could be obtained. The
necessity of a de-swirling system, namely a bladed diffuser, would however be of
doubtful effectiveness to the overall system since they would increase the weight of the
apparatus and decrease part-load operation of the propulsion system. The design of the
bladed diffuser is done in the next chapter; the decision whether or not to use this
component will be left to the customer.
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Figure 21: Streamlines exiting the duct propeller
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4. Bladed diffuser
The use of a propeller as driving force, inevitably leads to losses in the flow called swirl
losses. These losses are usually 8/10% of entire losses; these are due to the fact that air
within the duct does not follow a straight path but spiral one; looking at the axis of
rotation, tangential velocity is different from zero. The bigger the tangential component,
the bigger the loss due to swirl; being able to recover some of these may bring an
advantage in terms of thrust considerable.
For this reason, a study of a component for this function has been performed. The study
consisted in designing a possible geometry of the bladed diffuser; this is done dividing
the fluid volume of interest in different parts and then by using many NACA airfoils,
with appropriate camber angle, each one be able to turn the air flow axially in the
pertinent radial station; doing this for many radial stations we will be able to suggest an
appropriate form for the bladed diffuser. Later this has to test with a CFD analysis to
confirm design assumptions.
What we did is to partition the duct section at 170mm from thrust propeller plane in ten
concentric parts. Each of these parts was then further divided into three parts to average
the characteristics of the fluid. We obtained ten velocity vectors, that we generically call
vi, with their projections ui and vti: axial and tangential. After flowing through the
bladed diffuser, being the duct section constant, if the flow is supposed axial, and the air
flow velocity at ten corresponding sections cj will be equal to previous axial projections:
cj = ui.
To identify blade solidity and the number of blades composing the bladed diffuser, we
tried to use a simplified method. The following system of equations was used:
1.

Cl=

2.



3.

t=

2c 1
c∞ 

l
t

D
z
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where z is the blades number and c ∞=

ci
tanarcsin  ci⋅cj /2

Unfortunately this method gives correct results only in axial compressors design, where
Δc is bigger that ours; following this theory the recommended number of blades is 2.
This number is obviously inappropriate. Then we were forced to use an empirical
method, that gave good results by being able to check from time to time the current
solution with a CFD program.
Looking Mellor card for the ranks of NACA 65 and looking at CFD result made by a
65-810 bladed diffuser, we chose to use ten blades to obtain appropriate solidity.
We tried different NACA airfoils e we chose 65-2510 at the end; the bladed diffuser was
made using an interpolation of ten equal airfoil. An airfoil represents the bladed diffuser
section at a specific point: the first section is at 267mm from axis center body, the
second section at 315mm, the third at 355mm and so on. Each section has its own angle
of camber; it was calculated with the follow equation:
i=

arcsin  ci⋅cj 
2

where i indicate ith section. Positions and camber angles are summarized in the
following table:
Sections
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Camber angles [°]
9.59
7.52
7.41
7.24
7.02
6.75
6.5
6.26
6.98
9.8

Positions [mm]
267
315
355
395
435
475
515
555
595
635

Table 1: Positions and camber angles for
each sections.
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A problem that may occur when you use a bladed diffuser to straighten air flow coming
from a propeller that can rotate at different rpm, is that this bladed diffuser may work
good only at rpm of project while at the other rpm it may work bad or even it may
degrade performance so much so that it would be better not to have the bladed diffuser
at all.
Fortunately in our case a different propeller rotation correspond to a different hovercraft
speed, so the relationship between tangential velocity and axial velocity at ith section
due to swirl effect is very similar at 2160 rpm (that correspond at maximum axial force)
and 1500rpm (that correspond at cruising speed); this statement has been confirmed by
a CFD analysis with a NACA 65-2010 airfoil.
In conclusion we chose a bladed diffuser made by NACA 65-2510; with this one we
obtained a good straightening of the flow at 2160rpm (as you can see in figure 23) and
consequently an axial force of 3160N that is greater than 3% of the thrust obtained with
the flow not straightened. The difference between figure 17 and figure 16 is evident.
In figure 22 we are able to see the bladed diffuser and its computational mesh. CFD
setting for this case was equal to CFD setting in paragraph 3.3.1; the only difference is
the presence of the bladed diffusers, treated as smooth walls without the use inflation
layers because the use of these always caused a fatal error. In order to obtain an aspect
ratio between prism element of the last inflated layer and adjacent tetrahedra element

Figure 22: Side view of the the bladed diffuser (left); computational mesh rigth.
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Figure 23: air flow straightened with a rectifier made by profiles NACA 65-2510
composing the rest of the mesh satisfying, the layers reached the domain of the rotor
caused problems to the mesher in forming a grid suitable for the analysis of the
problem.
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5. Lift propellers
5. 1 Initial requirements and blade selection
An important and essential component to finalize the propulsion system of a hovercraft
is the lift subsystem.
Lift subsystem has to guarantee a pressure in the skirt high enough to permit at
hovercraft to glide; this pressure is strictly connected to the weight of the craft and
relatively independent from speed vehicle, then if the highest weight that a hovercraft
can move is known, the minimum pressure that lift subsystem has to keep is defined.
There are two different ways to design a lift subsystem: either using a pipe system or
something else to collect air flow from thrust subsystem and direct it into under skirt.
Another technique is to use one or more dedicate propellers. Piping systems are used as
a first arrangement if a mechanically simple and cheap hovercraft is to be designed.
Dedicated propellers are desirable for more efficient and versatile hovercrafts.
Within the Hoverspill project we chose to use two equal duct propellers for construction
and geometric considerations.
Lift propellers have to be designed to maximize efficiency and to ensure adequate
pressure under the skirts. The way to do a preliminary choice is the following.
Knowing the mass of our hovercraft, m, which is about 750kg without payload and
1400kg fully loaded, its estimated footprint: A, 13.75m 2, and its length: L, 5.50m,
pressure in the skirt have to be at least equal to:
P c =g⋅m/ A
where g is the gravity acceleration; we obtained P c approximately equal to 1000Pa. In
normal operational conditions, air mass flow under the skirt is equal to:
2

Q=⋅0,034⋅L ⋅1,1⋅Pc/ g

where p is air density at operational temperature and 0.034 is an empirical coefficient.
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After the calculation of previous parameters, a propeller that gives needed pressure
along with desired mass flow must be searched for. In our case, the lift propellers have
the following characteristics: 600mm diameter, able to work out from 8m3/s to 13m3/s of
air flow.
Normal air flow value which the lift propellers have to work with is 8m3/s; on the other
hand there are factors, such as skirt damage or rough sea, which suggests that this value
is not enough; for this reason we increased the flow rate by a safety factor of 1.5; at the
end of the design we realized that we still had a few kilowatts available, so we decided
to set the maximum range to 13m3/s instead of 12m3/s.
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5.2 Matlab program results
Similarly to what we saw in chapter 3.1, we used the Multi-wing optimizer data to find the
best propeller and the best blade inclination for our case.
Lift propellers have to keep under skirt a relative pressure of 1000Pa with a maximum air
flow of 13m3/s; this goal must be achieved by consuming the least possible power. The same
propellers have to under skirt a relative pressure of 1000Pa even when there is an air flow
of 8m3/s.
After consulting Multi-wing optimizer, there were two blades that seemed to have good
performance: the 3C and 5Z. Unfortunately 3C is built in aluminum alloy only, while 5Z is
built even in glass reinforced polyamide; 3C propeller weight is then two times the one of
the 5Z propeller. If the propeller is heavier, a reinforced hub would probably be used. This
would lead to an increase in weight of about 20kg; the choice of 3C was then unacceptable.
To choose the best blade inclination we implemented a program that (to better understand
how the program works, you can see the block diagram at the end of this paragraph: 5.2): :
•

analyzes characteristics data (previously saved in .text format);

•

solves for the system of equations with two equations: the first is blade
characteristic and the second is the following:
1
1
 P s=1000− V aV 2p 0.5− 1− A/ Ai 2  that is derived from
2
2
Bernoulli's equation and

A Vi
=
with A duct area at propeller section, Ai
Ai V p

AMCA A duct area at inlet section, Va free stream velocity (equal to zero in the
worst: case) and V p air flow velocity at propeller section.
•

works previous ΔPs and Vp results: these data are used to determine for every
rpm and inclination data, power consumption and axial force. Through data
interpolation, the program is then able to find, for every blade inclination the
power consumption to achieve the desired results.
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In this way we were able to find that a 600mm 5Z M-W propeller with 30° blade
inclination is the best propeller for our case. Considering that the blades are driven by a
hydraulic system with presumable 75% efficiency, we find that the lift subsystem have
22.24kW of power consumption for 8m3/s and 39kW for 13m3/s cases. In Figure 24, the
characteristic curves of the selected propellers, at the two different rotational speeds, are
given.

Figure 24: Characteristic curves of the M-W 5Z with 30° blade inclination.
Up: 3130rpm; Down: 420rpm
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5.2.1 Matlab program block diagram
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6. Overall power consumption
Global power requirements were checked in order for the complete thrust and lift power
systems to work properly, being the two subsystems driven by the Diesel Engine. In
Figure 25, the overall power absorption values are given.

Figure 25: Overall power consumption of the propulsion system as a function of engine
rpm
These values meet the limits imposed by the customer.
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7. Conclusion
In this report, the thrust and lift design was described which allowed the obtainment of
maximum performance (maximum thrust for the main propeller and maximum
efficiency for the lift systems).
While the lift propeller was relatively simple to design (two Multi-Wing
600mm/5bIaded Z-series with 30° blade inclination propellers were actually found to be
the best solution), the main propeller was difficult to design because of the strong
coupling with the duct where it is inserted in. For this reason, both a preliminary and
accurate design procedures were necessary. The outcome turned into a Multi-wing
1300mm/5bIaded-10/300/5WL propeller and a smooth-shaped duct, whose geometry
was accurately defined. At the end, a study was carried out on about bladed diffuser to
de-swirling air flow coming out from thrust propeller system; a positive results was
reached using 10 blades and properly sloped airfoils NACA 65-2510. It has allowed an
increase of 3% of the thrust.
CFD tests results confirm our preliminary analysis; the craft obtainable using the
propulsion systems suggested by us is fully in line with expectations. Then, after this
analysis, will be possible to proceed with experimental tests and therefore with the
industrial production of the hovercraft vehicle.
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Appendix A
A.1 Spinta_max.m
Data initialization
global rho A Va inclinazione i tau D
%[No Portata P.stat P.din P.tot Pot[kW] effic n[RPM] rumori vari]
curve(:,:,1)
curve(:,:,2)
curve(:,:,3)
curve(:,:,4)
curve(:,:,5)
curve(:,:,6)
curve(:,:,7)
curve(:,:,8)
curve(:,:,9)
curve(:,:,10)
curve(:,:,11)
curve(:,:,12)
curve(:,:,13)
curve(:,:,14)
curve(:,:,15)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

importdata('5W-25.txt');
importdata('5W-27.txt');
importdata('5W-30.txt');
importdata('5W-31.txt');
importdata('5W-32.txt');
importdata('5W-33.txt');
importdata('5W-34.txt');
importdata('5W-35.txt');
importdata('5W-36.txt');
importdata('5W-37.txt');
importdata('5W-38.txt');
importdata('5W-39.txt');
importdata('5W-40.txt');
importdata('5W-42.txt');
importdata('5W-45.txt');

Data
rho=1.225;
%kg/m^3
ld = 1
;
%[m]
D
= 1.3 ;
%[m]
CDd = 0.02;
Va=15/3.6;
%velocità ambiente [m/s]
Pot_max=130;
%Potenza erogabile al massimo dal motore [kW]
A=(D/2)^2*pi;
%Area palare m^2
giri=[1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 ...
2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000];
inclinazioni_analizzate=[25 27 30:1:40 42 45];
contatore_tau=0;
passo_tau=-0.05;
tau=zeros(1,abs((1-0.5)/passo_tau));

Variable declaration
portate=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
P_tot=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
potenze=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
efficienze=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
P_sta=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
Ve=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
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Tp=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
pto_iniziale=zeros(size(curve,3),21,4,size(tau));
grandezze_pto_lavoro=zeros(size(curve,3),21,4,size(tau));
grandezze_Pot_max=zeros(size(curve,3),4,size(tau));
grandezze_2160=zeros(size(curve,3),4,size(tau));
segna_posto=zeros(1,15);
Warning:
Warning:
Warning:
Warning:

Input
Input
Input
Input

arguments
arguments
arguments
arguments

must
must
must
must

be
be
be
be

scalar.
scalar.
scalar.
scalar.

Main part of the program
%Disegno virtualmente per ogni n di giri e ogni inclinazione il
%grafico della pressione statica in funzione della portata
%volumetrica; fattoquesto lo metto a sistema con l'equazione della
%spinta così da trovare il punto di lavoro. In un secondo momento per
%tutti questi punti determinerò la potenza spesa in quella situazione;
%attraverso una interpolazione dei dati sarò quindi in grado per ogni
%inclinazione palare di determinare quando spende la Pot_max e che
%spinta fornisce.
tic
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for i=1:21
for j=1:20
portate(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j20),2,inclinazione);
P_tot(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j-20),5,inclinazione);
potenze(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j20),6,inclinazione);
efficienze(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j20),7,inclinazione);
P_sta(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j-20),3,inclinazione);
end
Curve(inclinazione,i)= interp1(portate(i,:,inclinazione), ...
P_sta(i,:,inclinazione),'cubic','pp');
end
end
global Curve
%necessario qui altrimenti il fatto che sia una
struttura
%da errore
%Calcolo il punto di lavoro: la matrice grandezze_pto_lavoro
%risultante al primo livello di profondità ha la portata volumetrica,
%al secondo P_sta, al terzo ci sarà la potenza e al quarto
%l'efficienza.
%grandezze_pto_lavoro riassumerà le grandezze ottenute dalla nostro
%propulsore intubato se potessesse mantenere i 15km/h con qualsiasi
%numero di giri. Ovvero le righe rappresentano la variazione
%dell'inclinazione della pala, le colonne il numero di giri di 100 in
%100, la profondità la grandezza scelta e la 4° dimensione
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tau=Tp/Ttot.
for tau=1:passo_tau:0.6;
%rapporto Tp/T
contatore_tau=contatore_tau+1;
options = optimset('MaxFunEvals',10000,'TolX',1e4,'MaxIter',10000);
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for i=1:21
if inclinazione==1 && i==1 && contatore_tau==1
pto_iniziale(1,1,1:2,contatore_tau)=[30 800];
elseif i==1 && contatore_tau==1
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)= ...
pto_iniziale(inclinazione-1,i,1:2);
elseif contatore_tau==1
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=...
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i-1,1:2);
else
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=...
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau-1);
end
x0=pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau);
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)= ...
fsolve(@Funzione1_2versione,x0,options);
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=...
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau);
end
end
%Calcolo ora per ogni punto di lavoro la potenza spesa, l'efficienza e
%la pressione totale
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for i=1:21
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,3,contatore_tau)= ...
interp1(portate(i,:,inclinazione),potenze ...
(i,:,inclinazione),grandezze_pto_lavoro ...
(inclinazione,i,1,contatore_tau));
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,4,contatore_tau)= ...
interp1(portate(i,:,inclinazione),efficienze ...
(i,:,inclinazione),grandezze_pto_lavoro ...
(inclinazione,i,1,contatore_tau));
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,7,contatore_tau)= ...
interp1(portate(i,:,inclinazione),P_tot ...
(i,:,inclinazione),grandezze_pto_lavoro ...
(inclinazione,i,1,contatore_tau));
end
end
%Determino per ogni inclinazione il punto preciso in cui la potenza
%vale Pot_max; essendoci dei NaN devo fare in modo che intrep1 non li
%consideri pena errore.
%grandezze_Pot_max=[v_dot, p_sta, Pot, eff, T_prop, N_giri, T_tot ]
contatore=zeros(1,size(curve,3));
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
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for j=1:21
contatore(inclinazione)=contatore(inclinazione)+isnan ...
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,j,3,contatore_tau));
end

end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for selezione=1:4
if contatore(inclinazione)<20
n=(contatore(inclinazione)+1):21;
N=interp1(grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,(contatore ...
(inclinazione)+1):21,3,contatore_tau),n,Pot_max);
grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,selezione,contatore_tau)=...
interp1(n,grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,...
(contatore(inclinazione)+1):21, ...
selezione,contatore_tau),N);
else
grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,selezione,contatore_tau)=NaN;
end
end
if contatore(inclinazione)<20
grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,6,contatore_tau)=...
interp1(1:21,giri,N); %numero di giri
else
grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,6,contatore_tau)=NaN;
end
end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,5,contatore_tau)=...
(grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,2,contatore_tau)+...
0.2592*rho*grandezze_Pot_max...
(inclinazione,1,contatore_tau)^2/(A^2))*A;
end
grandezze_Pot_max(:,7,contatore_tau)=...
grandezze_Pot_max(:,5,contatore_tau)/tau;
% grandezze_Pot_max=[v_dot, p_sta, Pot, eff, T_prop, N_giri, T_tot ]
end
%In questa parte calcoliamo invece le grandezze per 2160 RPM, ovvero
%il numero massimo di giri ammesso dal costruttore per le pale.
% grandezze_2160=[v_dot, p_sta, Pot, eff, T_prop, N_giri, T_tot ]
contatore_tau=0;
for tau=1:passo_tau:0.6;
contatore_tau=contatore_tau+1;
RPM=2160;
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,1,contatore_tau)=...
interp1(giri,grandezze_pto_lavoro...
(inclinazione,:,1,contatore_tau),RPM);
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,2,contatore_tau)=...
interp1(giri,grandezze_pto_lavoro...
(inclinazione,:,2,contatore_tau),RPM);
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,3,contatore_tau)=...
interp1(giri,grandezze_pto_lavoro...
(inclinazione,:,3,contatore_tau),RPM);
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end

grandezze_2160(inclinazione,4,contatore_tau)=...
interp1(giri,grandezze_pto_lavoro...
(inclinazione,:,4,contatore_tau),RPM);
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,5,contatore_tau)=...
(grandezze_2160(inclinazione,2,contatore_tau)+...
0.2592*rho*grandezze_2160(inclinazione,1,contatore_tau)^2/...
(A^2))*A;
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,6,contatore_tau)=RPM;
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,7,contatore_tau)=...
grandezze_2160(inclinazione,5,contatore_tau)/tau;

end

Charts
%Grafico della spinta in funzione dell'inclinazione per gradezze pot
%max
passo=0.01;
XX=27:passo:45;
Yi=zeros(1,size(curve,3));
Yii=zeros(1,size(curve,3));
%trovo la spinta tot max
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
confronto=0;
for i=1:1:contatore_tau
if confronto<grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,7,i)
confronto=grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,7,i);
segna_posto(inclinazione)=i;
end
end
end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
Yi(inclinazione)=max(grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,7,:));
end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
Yii(inclinazione)=grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,5,segna_posto(inc
linazione));
end
Yiii=Yi-Yii;
YI=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Yi,XX,'cubic');
YII=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Yii,XX,'cubic');
YIII=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Yiii,XX,'cubic');
hold on
plot(XX,YI,'r')
plot(XX,YII,'b')
plot(XX,YIII,'g')
title('\fontsize{14} Axial force in duct rotor; 130kW power
consumption')
grid on
xlabel('[°]');ylabel('[N]');
hold off
% Grafico della spinta in funzione dell'inclinazione per
%grandezze_2160
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passo=0.01;
XX=27:passo:45;
Yi=zeros(1,size(curve,3));
Yii=zeros(1,size(curve,3));
Ypot=zeros(1,size(curve,3));
% trovo la spinta tot max
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
confronto=0;
for i=1:1:contatore_tau
if confronto<grandezze_2160(inclinazione,7,i)
confronto=grandezze_2160(inclinazione,7,i);
segna_posto(inclinazione)=i;
end
end
end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
Ypot(inclinazione)=grandezze_2160(inclinazione,3,segna_posto(incli
nazione));
end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
Yi(inclinazione)=max(grandezze_2160(inclinazione,7,:));
end
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
Yii(inclinazione)=grandezze_2160(inclinazione,5,segna_posto(inclin
azione));
end
Yiii=Yi-Yii;
YI=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Yi,XX,'cubic');
YII=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Yii,XX,'cubic');
YIII=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Yiii,XX,'cubic');
YPOT=interp1(inclinazioni_analizzate,Ypot,XX,'cubic');
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
hold on
plot(XX,YI,'r')
plot(XX,YII,'b')
plot(XX,YIII,'g')
title('\fontsize{14} Axial force in duct rotor; 2160 RPM')
grid on
xlabel('[°]');ylabel('[N]');
hold off
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(XX,YPOT)
title('\fontsize{14} Power Consumption')
xlabel('[°]');ylabel('[kW]');
grid on
toc
%Questa parte di programma ipotizza una possibile linea media del
%profilo del condotto per la configurazione che si è dimostrata più
%performante
tic
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New data
funzione_universale=importdata('McCormick.txt');
%
X=funzione_universale(1,2:8);
%
Y=funzione_universale(2:6,1);
%
Z=funzione_universale(2:6,2:8);
%
surf(X,Y,Z)
%
xlabel('c/D1/4');ylabel('D3/4 / D1/4');zlabel('F(c/D1/4, D3/4 /
D1/4)');
% Qui troviamo la spinta massima
Tmax=grandezze_Pot_max(1,7,1);
inclinazioneOtt=1;
for i=1:1:contatore_tau
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
if Tmax<grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,7,i)
Tmax=grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazione,7,i);
inclinazioneOtt=[inclinazione,i];
Per_sapere=[inclinazioni_analizzate(inclinazione)
(1+passo_tau*i)];
end
end
end
% Coefficienti utili in seguito
z_perc=0.5;
%posizione del rotore in PERCENTUALE
%(0.5=50%) rispetto l'imbocco
h=0.0000000000001;
%incremento per la derivata
theta=12.1/180*pi;
%angolo a 3/4 tra il condotto e
l'orizzontale;
%modificando theta cambia il condotto
[rad]
c=0.9;
%lunghezza del condotto [m]
zr=z_perc*c;
Td=Tmax-grandezze_Pot_max(inclinazioneOtt(1),5,inclinazioneOtt(2));
Tr=Tmax-Td;
w0=1/2*(-Va+sqrt(Va^2+2*Tr/(rho*pi*((D/2)^2))));
w3_4=w0*(1+(3/4*c-zr)/sqrt(((D/2)^2)+((3/4*c-zr))^2));
%v3_4=-1/2*D/2*w0*((D/2)^2)/((((D/2)^2)+((c*3/4-zr)^2))^(3/2));
% A=(-1/
(4*Td)*rho*pi^2*(v3_4+theta/180*pi*(Va+w3_4))*w0)*((D/2)^2)/...
%((((D/2)^2)+(c/4-zr)^2)^(3/2));
% Calcolo linea media profilo: risoluzione equazioni
options=optimset('MaxFunEvals',100,'TolX',1e-12,'TolX',1e12,'MaxIter',100);
x0=[1.8 1.4];
contr1=1;
contr2=1;
contatore_while=0;
while abs(contr1)>0.01 || abs(contr2)>0.01
if contatore_while>100
warning('ciclo while interrotto')
break
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end
contatore_while=contatore_while+1;
grandezze_condotto(1)=fzero(@(x)-theta-atan((interp1([c/4 3/4*c
c],...
[x/2 x0(2)/2 D/2],(3/4*c+h),'spline')x0(2)/2)/h),x0(1),options);
grandezze_condotto(2)=fzero(@(x)((-1/(4*Td)*rho*pi^2*((1/2*x/2*w0*...
((D/2)^2)/((((D/2)^2)+((c*3/4-zr)^2))^(3/2)))+theta*...
(Va+w3_4))*w0)*((D/2)^2)/((((D/2)^2)+(c/4-zr)^2)^(3/2)))*...
x0(1)^3/(spline(0.2:0.2:1,...
[spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(6,2:8),c/x0(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(5,2:8),c/x0(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(4,2:8),c/x0(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(3,2:8),c/x0(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(2,2:8),c/x0(1))],...
x0(2)/x0(1)))-1,x0(2),options);
x0=grandezze_condotto;
xx=grandezze_condotto;
% residui delle due equazioni: metodo risolutivo grezzo ma in
questo
% caso necessario perchè fsolve dava residui inaccettabili:
% (0.17rad)=~10°; da spesso problemi, ma serve solo a dare una
forma
% idicativa del condotto
contr1=-theta-atan((interp1([c/4 3/4*c c],[xx(1)/2 xx(2)/2
D/2],...
(3/4*c+h),'spline')-xx(2)/2)/h);
contr2=((-1/(4*Td)*rho*pi^2*((-1/2*xx(2)/2*w0*((D/2)^2)/...
((((D/2)^2)+((c*3/4-zr)^2))^(3/2)))+theta*(Va+w3_4))*w0)...
*((D/2)^2)/((((D/2)^2)+(c/4-zr)^2)^(3/2)))*xx(1)^3/(...
spline(0.2:0.2:1,...
[spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(6,2:8),c/xx(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(5,2:8),c/xx(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(4,2:8),c/xx(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(3,2:8),c/xx(1))...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(2,2:8),c/xx(1))],...
x0(2)/xx(1)))-1;
end

Chart
figure
grid off
passo=0.01;
XX=0:passo:c;
YY=interp1([c/4 3/4*c c],[grandezze_condotto(1)/2
grandezze_condotto(2)/2 D/2],XX,'cubic');
hold on
plot(XX,YY)
plot(XX,-YY)
s_dis=0.025;
plot([zr-s_dis zr+s_dis zr-s_dis zr+s_dis zr-s_dis], [-1.3/2 +1.3/2
+1.3/2 -1.3/2 -1.3/2])
axis([-1.5 2.5 -2 2])
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xlabel('[m]');ylabel('[m]');
hold off
Punti_notevoli=[0 1/4*c zr 3/4*c c; 2*YY(1) 2*YY(round(1/4*c/passo))
2*YY(round(zr/passo)) 2*YY(round(3/4*c/passo)) 2*YY(end)];
%Qui si fa l'inverso, ovvero dato D1/4 si calcola Td
D1_4=1.6; %[m]
D3_4=1.40;
theta=-atan((interp1([c/4 3/4*c c],[D1_4/2 D3_4/2 D/2],
(3/4*c+h),'spline')-D3_4/2)/h);
v1_4=-1/2*D1_4/2*w0*((D/2)^2)/((((D/2)^2)+((c*1/4-zr)^2))^(3/2));
f=(spline(0.2:0.2:1,...
[spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(6,2:8),c/D1_4)...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(5,2:8),c/D1_4)...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(4,2:8),c/D1_4)...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(3,2:8),c/D1_4)...
spline(0.4:0.1:1,funzione_universale(2,2:8),c/D1_4)],D3_4/D1_4));
v3_4=-1/2*D3_4/2*w0*((D/2)^2)/((((D/2)^2)+((c*3/4-zr)^2))^(3/2));
w3_4=w0*(1+(3/4*c-zr)/sqrt(((D/2)^2)+((3/4*c-zr))^2));
GAMMA=pi*D1_4/f*(-v3_4-theta*(Va+w3_4));
Ts=-rho*v1_4*GAMMA*pi*D1_4;
toc

A.2 Funzione1_2versione.m
function F = Funzione1_2versione(x)
global Curve rho A Va inclinazione i tau
%% Funzione per trovare V_dot e P_sta nel condotto con tau imposto
usando i
%% dati del condotto della multi_wing, per inclinazione e Ngiri dato
% x(1)=Portata volumetrica, x(2)=P_sta
%Se la P_sta della multi-wing rappresenta il salto di pressione al
condotto
F=[ppval(Curve(inclinazione,i),x(1))-x(2);...
((rho*tau-0.259182*rho)/(A*tau))*x(1)^2-Va*rho*x(1)-(A/tau)*x(2)];
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Appendix B
B.1 Raddrizzatore.m
%Questo programma usa i dati ricavati dall'analisi fluidodinamica per
calcolare le sezioni dei r%addrizzatori di flusso.

Data initialization
velocita=zeros(size(dati,1),3);
c=zeros(size(dati,1),1);
componenti=zeros(size(dati,1),6);
c1_c2_c_angolo=zeros(size(dati,1),5);
controllo=zeros(size(dati,1),1);
DC=zeros(size(dati,1),1);
Cinf=zeros(size(dati,1),1);
sigma=zeros(size(dati,1),1);
z=zeros(size(dati,1),1);
coordinate=zeros(size(dati,1),2);

Main part of the program
Qui calcoliamo il vetto velocità c nei tre punti di misura
for riga=1:size(dati,1)
velocita(riga,1)=sqrt(dati(riga,2)^2+dati(riga,3)^2+dati(riga,4)^2
);
velocita(riga,2)=sqrt(dati(riga,5)^2+dati(riga,7)^2);
velocita(riga,3)=sqrt(dati(riga,8)^2+dati(riga,9)^2+dati(riga,10)^
2);
end
% Essendo i punti di misura non ottimali medio il primo e il terzo e
il
% risultato col secondo
for riga=1:size(dati,1)
componenti(riga,1)=dati(riga,2);
componenti(riga,3)=dati(riga,5);
componenti(riga,5)=dati(riga,8);
componenti(riga,2)=sqrt(dati(riga,3)^2+dati(riga,4)^2);
componenti(riga,4)=abs(dati(riga,7));
componenti(riga,6)=sqrt(dati(riga,9)^2+dati(riga,10)^2);
c(riga)=((velocita(riga,1)+velocita(riga,3))/2+velocita(riga,2))/2
;
c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,2)=((componenti(riga,2)+componenti(riga,6))/2+
componenti(riga,4))/2;
c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,1)=((componenti(riga,1)+componenti(riga,5))/2+
componenti(riga,3))/2;
c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,3)=sqrt(c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,1)^2+c1_c2_c_angol
o(riga,2)^2);
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controllo(riga)=c(riga)-c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,3);
c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,4)=atan(c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,2)/c1_c2_c_angolo(
riga,1));
c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,5)=180/pi*c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,4);
coordinate(riga,1)=c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,5)/2;
if riga==1
coordinate(riga,2)=478/2+28;
elseif riga==2
coordinate(riga,2)= coordinate(riga-1,2)+48;
else
coordinate(riga,2)= coordinate(riga-1,2)+40;
end
end
% Calcoliamo la solidità e il numero di pale
for riga=1:size(dati,1)
DC(riga)=c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,3)-c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,1);
Cinf(riga)=c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,1)/cos(c1_c2_c_angolo(riga,4));
sigma(riga)=1/Cl*2*DC(riga)/Cinf(riga);
z(riga)=pi*D*sigma(riga)/l;
end
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Appendix C
C.1 Eliche_Lift.m
%Calcolo la migliore inclinazione per le eliche di lift;
%La pala prescelta è la 5Z
global rho A Va inclinazione i D tau
%[No Portata P.stat P.din P.tot Pot[kW] effic n[RPM] rumori vari]
inclinazioni_analizzate=[25 30 35 40 45 50];
N=size(inclinazioni_analizzate,2);
Dati(:,:,1) = importdata('Dati_5Z_da2500a4500_da20a50_numerico.txt');
for i=0:20
curve(i*20+1:i*20+20,1:8,1) = Dati(N*20*i+1:N*20*i+20,1:8,1);
curve(i*20+1:i*20+20,1:8,2) =
Dati(N*20*i+1+20:N*20*i+20+20,1:8,1);
curve(i*20+1:i*20+20,1:8,3) =
Dati(N*20*i+1+40:N*20*i+20+40,1:8,1);
curve(i*20+1:i*20+20,1:8,4) =
Dati(N*20*i+1+60:N*20*i+20+60,1:8,1);
curve(i*20+1:i*20+20,1:8,5) =
Dati(N*20*i+1+80:N*20*i+20+80,1:8,1);
curve(i*20+1:i*20+20,1:8,6) =
Dati(N*20*i+1+100:N*20*i+20+100,1:8,1);
end

Data
rho=1.225;
%kg/m^3
D
= 0.6 ;
%[m]
Va=15/3.6;
%velocità ambiente [m/s]
Pot_max=40;
%Potenza erogabile al massimo dal motore [kW]
Pobiettivo=1000;
%Pa
A=(D/2)^2*pi;
%Area palare m^2
giri=[2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 ...
3000 3100 3200 3300 3400 3500 3600 3700 3800 3900 ...
4000 4100 4200 4300 4400 4500];
% inclinazioni_analizzate=[25 30 35 40 45 50];

Data initialization
portate=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
P_tot=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
potenze=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
efficienze=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
P_sta=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
% Ve=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
% Tp=zeros(21,20,size(curve,3));
pto_iniziale=zeros(size(curve,3),21,4);
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grandezze_pto_lavoro=zeros(size(curve,3),21,4);
% grandezze_Pot_max=zeros(size(curve,3),4);
% grandezze_2160=zeros(size(curve,3),4);
% segna_posto=zeros(1,15);
Appoggio=zeros(26,21,8);
grandezze_Pobiettivo=zeros(52,4);

Main part of the program
tic
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for i=1:21
for j=1:20
portate(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j20),2,inclinazione);
P_tot(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j-20),5,inclinazione);
potenze(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j20),6,inclinazione);
efficienze(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j20),7,inclinazione);
P_sta(i,j,inclinazione)=curve((i*20+j-20),3,inclinazione);
end
Curve(inclinazione,i)= interp1(portate(i,:,inclinazione),...
P_sta(i,:,inclinazione),'cubic','pp');
end
end
contatore_tau=1;
options = optimset('MaxFunEvals',1000000,'TolX',1e4,'MaxIter',1000000);
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for i=1:21
if inclinazione==1 && i==1 && contatore_tau==1
pto_iniziale(1,1,1:2,contatore_tau)=[5 800];
elseif i==1 && contatore_tau==1
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=...
pto_iniziale(inclinazione-1,i,1:2);
elseif contatore_tau==1
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=...
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i-1,1:2);
else
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=...
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau-1);
end
x0=pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau);
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,1,contatore_tau) = ...
fzero(@(x)ppval(Curve(inclinazione,i),x(1))-...
(Pobiettivo-0.5*rho*Va^2+rho*(x(1)/A)^2*(0.50.2589)),...
x0(1),options);
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,2,contatore_tau)=...
fzero(@(x)-x(1)+Pobiettivo-0.5*rho*Va^2+rho*...
(grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,i,1,contatore_tau)/
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...
A)^2*(0.5-0.2589),x0(2),options);
%controllo(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=fsolve(@Funzi
one3,x0,options);
pto_iniziale(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau)=grandezze_p
to_lavoro(inclinazione,i,1:2,contatore_tau);
end
end
% Calcoliamo la potenza consumata nei punti scelti
for inclinazione=1:size(curve,3)
for Ngiri=1:21
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,Ngiri,3,contatore_tau)=interp
1(...
portate(Ngiri,:,inclinazione),potenze(Ngiri,:,inclinazione
),...
grandezze_pto_lavoro(inclinazione,Ngiri,1,contatore_tau));
end
end
% Abbiamo i dati per [25 30 35 40 45 50]° vogliamo ottenerli per
25:1:50
% quindi intepoliamo
for Ngiri=1:21
Appoggio(:,Ngiri,1,contatore_tau)=interp1(25:5:50,...
grandezze_pto_lavoro(:,Ngiri,1,contatore_tau),25:1:50);
Appoggio(:,Ngiri,2,contatore_tau)=interp1(25:5:50,...
grandezze_pto_lavoro(:,Ngiri,2,contatore_tau),25:1:50);
Appoggio(:,Ngiri,3,contatore_tau)=interp1(25:5:50,...
grandezze_pto_lavoro(:,Ngiri,3,contatore_tau),25:1:50);
end
% Ora possiamo infine calcolare quale sia l'inclinazione che permette
di
% minimizzare il consumo di potenza garantendo la Pobiettivo voluta e
la
% portata di 4 e 8m3/s
%[portata Psta Pot Ngiri]
for inclinazione=1:size(Appoggio,1)
grandezze_Pobiettivo(inclinazione,1)=4;
grandezze_Pobiettivo(inclinazione,2)=interp1...
(Appoggio(inclinazione,:,1),Appoggio(inclinazione,:,2),4);
grandezze_Pobiettivo(inclinazione,3)=interp1...
(Appoggio(inclinazione,:,1),Appoggio(inclinazione,:,3),4);
grandezze_Pobiettivo(inclinazione,4)=interp1...
(Appoggio(inclinazione,:,1),giri,4);
grandezze_Pobiettivo(size(Appoggio,1)+inclinazione,1)=8;
grandezze_Pobiettivo(size(Appoggio,1)+inclinazione,2)=...
interp1(Appoggio(inclinazione,:,1),Appoggio(inclinazione,:,2),
8);
grandezze_Pobiettivo(size(Appoggio,1)+inclinazione,3)=...
interp1(Appoggio(inclinazione,:,1),Appoggio(inclinazione,:,3),
8);
grandezze_Pobiettivo(size(Appoggio,1)+inclinazione,4)=...
interp1(Appoggio(inclinazione,:,1),giri,8);
end
toc
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